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HARI Raya Aidilfitri holds a special place in
Malaysia for several reasons, as it signifies
the end of the holy month of Ramadan when
Muslims fast. This Raya, Gintell offers a wide
range of exclusive promotions and special
offers, aimed at making this festive season
even more memorable for everyone.
If you’re looking towards investing in a

massage chair during this festive season,
then the Gintell S7 Plus second-generation 8
Hands Wellness Chair is the perfect massage
chair for you.
The Gintell S7 Plus is the newest addition

to the Gintell Wellness Chair Series.
The chair is fully enhanced with the

second-generation 8-D Twin Rollers, which
allows users to customise their preferred
massage techniques simultaneously on
the upper and lower back, for a deeper,
more precise massage experience.
The Gintell S7 Plus is also the first

intelligent dual massage track in Malaysia
that signifies unique flexibility through its
178° L-Flex Track.
This design allows the massage chair to

recline at a 178° lay-flat angle, where it can
be adjusted towards the user’s body curves
for an intense massage that helps maintain
proper posture while reducing strain on the
back. The massage rollers can target the
right nerves, especially on the upper back,
lower back, and waist – leaving users feeling
refreshed.

AI Fatigue Bio-Scan system
Another innovative feature is the AI

Fatigue Bio-Scan system, where users can
measure their heart rate, blood oxygen level

and fatigue index by simply placing
a finger on the biometric scanner for
30 seconds.
Based on these readings, the massage

chair automatically starts a personalised
massage programme suitable for the user’s
current index. The 230° Thai Massage full-
body stretching programme incorporated in
the Gintell S7 Plus is a full-body stretching
programme which can be considered as a
warm-up before an intensified massage.
This programme is fully endorsed, and

consulted by Datuk Seri Master Chris Leong,
a renowned Tit-Tar Master (bone setting
specialist).
Making the massage chair recline at a 230°

angle, supported by the 178° L-Flex Track
and second-generation 8-D Twin Rollers,
even enhances your joint flexibility and
mobility. Additionally, the Gintell S7 Plus
helps relieve muscle tension and promote
relaxation, through its 360° Heat Spa
Therapy, whereby the airbags are induced
with warm compression located on the back,
waist and feet. It also includes a cross-body
strap designed for abdominal heating, pro-
viding relief frommuscle spasms and men-
strual cramps.
For improved sleep quality, Gintell S7 Plus

offers three auto-programmes from the
Brain Relief Therapy session: Total Relax,
Mental Care and 230° Thai Massage.

These programmes gently calm nerves
while soft, soothing background music plays
throughout the massage session.
Users can easily control the Gintell S7 Plus

with its enhanced AI Voice Control or touch
screen controller via their smartphones
through Bluetooth connectivity via the
Gintell Super App OS application which can
be downloaded from Google PlayStore and
AppStore.
Overall, the Gintell S7 Plus second-

generation 8-Hands Wellness Chair offers 20
automatic programmes, 11 unique massage
techniques, adjustable massage speeds and
4D intensity up to five levels, a wireless
charging port with USB connector, VI
Memory programme and relaxing Zen Light,
which enhances the user’s mood and
surrounding ambience.

Raya promotions
Gintell’s Raya promotions are back with

discounts of up to 60% and rebates of up to
RM388 on selected products for a limited
time only. Upon purchasing the Gintell S7
Plus, you will also receive a complimentary
eight-day Health Programme to help you
kick-start your wellness journey.

■ For further enquiry or pre-order, call
016-750 0998, browse www.gintell.com or
visit the nearest Gintell showroom. This Raya, Gintell offers a wide range of

exclusive promotions and special offers.

Relax and rejuvenate

https://www.watsons.com.my/all-brands/b/169122/rilastil
http://www.sungeiwang.com/
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Creating a memorable Raya
COME celebrate with Aman Central and
create a memorable experience while
fostering “silaturahim”. Marvel at the
visually stunning and culturally rich decor
that highlights the essence of the Eid
Mubarak concept.
Visitors can also take delight in the lively,

ambience of the Salam Aidilfitri decorations
in the Alor Star Mall. Experience the vibrant
festivities and rich cultural heritage of Hari
Raya at Aman Central with the decor centred
on an Arabic theme.
The main decorative structure consists of

a crescent moon arch, a tall custom lightbox-
style lantern with semi-transparent Arabic-
style wall decorations, an entrance arch
structured with internally lighted elements,
Marrakesh-style lighted lanterns, scattered
coconut trees and lush flora to enhance the
ambience.
Prepare to be transported to a lively

bazaar booth adorned with custom fabric,
reminiscent of an Arabic jubilee.
In addition, the mall added calming

shades of blue and yellow jasmine to empha-
sise a peace-loving nature, and a shade
that represents optimism for the tourism
industry.
Shoppers can immerse themselves in the

rich culture and traditional art, including a
giant “congkak” and an oversized swing at
the heart of the festive décor, for a memora-
ble celebration.
Aman Central assistant general manager

Ken Chin said, “Apart from the visually
stunning and culturally rich decor this year,
there is also something for everyone too, as
Ramadan and Syawal are our most highly
anticipated festive seasons.
“May this season of forgiveness enhance

our ‘silaturahim’ and here’s to wishing our
Muslim shoppers Selamat Berpuasa and
Selamat Hari Raya.”
Aman Central has something for everyone

this festive season.
With the awe-inspiring decorations at the

Central Atrium perfect for capturing memo-
rable selfies, along with a variety of exciting
activities, promotions, and performances, the

mall is a haven for shoppers.
With the classical Arabic decorations

adorning the main entrance, this setup
creates a wonderful space for shoppers to
immerse themselves in a culturally rich
ambience.
Shoppers can take the opportunity to snap

photos at the various Instagram-worthy

create a memorable experience this ramadan and raya at aman central in alor Setar, Kedah.

spots within the decorated mega fortress.
With so much to see and do, Aman Central

is the perfect destination for a well-deserved
getaway. Furthermore, in celebration of
Aman Central’s “Salam Aidilfitri” campaign,
shoppers will be rewarded with exclusive
Aidilfitri packets and Eid luxury rewards.
There will also be Raya workshops and

captivating performances at the mall.
Shoppers can also participate in the

“silaturahim” TikTok contest by uploading
videos using these hashtags: #ACContest
#ACRaya #SilaturahimAC #fyp
Additionally, there will also be an online

giveaway on Facebook in a special 45-day
activation period from now to April 21.

Aidilfitri redemption (March 8
onwards)
Upon spending RM300 or more in a single

receipt on the same day, shoppers are
entitled to receive one pack of exclusively
designed Raya packets.
The packets are limited to one pack per

shopper and offered on a first-come-first-
served basis, while stocks last. (Terms and
conditions apply.)

Aidilfitri Facebook online contest (from
now till March 31)
Sixty-eight lucky winners stand a chance

to receive an exclusively designed Raya
packet from Aman Central when they like,
share and tag six friends on Aman Central’s
official Facebook Fan Page.

“Silaturahim” TikTok contest (March 12
onwards)
Shoppers can join the “silaturahim” con-

test by taking videos of the mall’s stunning
and culturally rich decor and post their
submissions on TikTok.
The top 20 original TikTok video submis-

sions stand a chance to win prizes worth up
to RM2,000.
Follow – @amancentraltiktok (set your

profile to public)
Video – with Salam Aidilfitri decor
Post – with #ACContest #ACRaya

#SilaturahimAC #fyp

EID luxury rewards (March 22 onwards)
Spend a total of RM2,888 or more across a

maximum of two combined receipts on the
same day to qualify for the EID luxury
rewards.
Each shopper is entitled to one box of

chocolate-coated dates, available while

stocks last, on a first-come-first-served basis.
(Terms and conditions apply.)

Hari Raya Resin Coaster workshop
(April 5, 3pm)
To secure a seat in the workshop, spend

RM300 or more in two combined receipts
on the same day. AC Junior Club+ members
can join the workshop by spending RM50.
Seating is limited and allocated on a

first-come-first-served basis. (Terms and
conditions apply.)

Aidilfitri performances “Sepanjang
Zaman” (March 22 – April 20)
Embark on a captivating journey

through the world of tradition,
accompanied by modern yet traditional
performances.
Delight in the Kompang Tari, Salam

Aidilfitri, Cinta Sayang, Malay Folk and
Tari Piring performances, crafted for the
enjoyment of visitors and shoppers.

Strategically situated in the heart of Alor
Star, Aman Central serves as a landmark and
a renowned regional hotspot “where
everything comes together”.
With a total built-up area of 1.25 million

sq ft and a net lettable area of 800,000 sq ft,
the mall is an ideal getaway for the entire
family.
Catering to all ages and lifestyles, Aman

Central provides a comprehensive shopping
experience. The mall constantly strives to
deliver excellent service to shoppers while
continually introducing new and exciting
offerings.

■ Stay tuned for the latest and exclusive
updates on www.amancentral.com.my,
www.facebook.com/AmanCentralAlorSetar,
www.tiktok.com/@amancentraltiktok,
@amancentral, #SilaturahimAC
#AmanCentral.

“Strategically situated in
the heart of Alor Star,
Aman Central serves as a
landmark and a renowned
regional hotspot.”
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Outdoor lifestyle brand expands presence
CAMEL Active, the renowned
international outdoor casual life-
style brand, is thrilled to
announce the opening of its first
flagship store in South-East Asia
at LaLaport BBCC in Kuala
Lumpur.
Alongside the new and urban-

oriented line – C by Camel Active
– this exciting expansion marks
a significant milestone for Camel
Active as it continues to bring
distinctive features of the brand
such as authenticity, ruggedness,
durability, versatility and
premium-quality products, to its
wide base of loyal customers in
Malaysia.
The new Camel Active and C

by Camel Active flagship store,
strategically located in the heart
of Kuala Lumpur, promises to be
a must-visit destination for
urbanites or city dwellers who
appreciate the brand’s timeless
and versatile designs that are
made for daily adventure.
For the first time in South-East

Asia, the spacious 2,400sq ft
Camel Active store also incorpo-
rates C by Camel Active, side by
side.
Boasting a contemporary feel

and a connection to outdoor
nature, the store is thoughtfully
curated to showcase Camel
Active’s latest collections of
apparel, footwear, bags and
accessories.
“We are delighted to open our

doors at LaLaport BBCC Kuala
Lumpur, a vibrant and dynamic
lifestyle mall with frequent
indoor and outdoor activities
that align perfectly with the spir-
it of Camel Active,” says CLT Asia
Sdn Bhd managing director
Jason Tan, the brand’s represen-
tative in South-East Asia.
“Camel Active has a rich

heritage of blending urban and
outdoor influences and this new
store is a testament to our
commitment to providing
customers with a unique
shopping experience and a
diverse range of products that
effortlessly brings out the
brand’s unique attributes,” he
said.
Customers can look forward

to an immersive experience fea-
turing a glamping set-up, exclu-
sive in-store workshops and the
opportunity to explore Camel
Active and C by Camel Active sig-
nature collections up close.
The new store will also show-

case the brand’s commitment to
sustainable living with some sus-
tainable initiatives as well as
quality craftsmanship, reflecting
Camel Active and C by Camel
Active’s dedication to creating
products that stand the test of
time.
C by Camel Active aims to

encourage sustainable living by
promoting conservation efforts.
Through the exclusive “Save

the Forest, Adopt a Tree” cam-
paign, C by Camel Active sup-
ports the preservation of Taman
Tugu in Kuala Lumpur.
Ten percent of the proceeds

from these limited-edition items
will be dedicated to the initia-
tive, spearheaded by Amanah
Warisan Negara.

Spring Collection 2024:
Inspired by nature, crafted for
adventure
Camel Active’s Spring collec-

tion this year draws inspiration
from the diverse landscapes and
vibrant hues found in nature.
Each piece reflects the brand’s

commitment to providing a
wardrobe that effortlessly transi-

tions from urban landscapes to
outdoor escapades. Embracing
the spirit of exploration, Camel
Active introduces a range of
meticulously crafted apparel
that speaks to the modern
adventurer.
The collection from Camel

Active showcases an array of
workwear casuals, utility-driven
pieces, and essential elements,
designed to seamlessly transition
looks from day to night.
Muted colour tones and

vibrant hues cater to both classic
and bold personalities, reflecting
the diversity of individual styles.
This collection consciously

integrates nature’s endless
variety and experiences into
everyday life.
The demand for outdoor wear

that effortlessly translates to
everyday styles has surged, mak-
ing nature-inspired and utility
garments symbolic of grounded
quality and style.
As people increasingly seek

versatile and functional attire,
Camel Active’s Spring collection
is a testament to practical, stylish
clothing choices for a dynamic
and contemporary lifestyle.
The Spring collection by C by

Camel Active, on the other hand,
is the epitome of contemporary
fashion focusing on modern,
streetwear-inspired tailoring and
design.
This collection showcases a

versatile range of modular,
structured tees in vibrant and
monochromatic hues alongside
elevated light cargo pants
boasting modern fits and cuts.
Urban and trendy overshirts,

drawing inspiration from the
dynamic lifestyles of city youth,
add a stylish flair to the
ensemble. Updated design
details align seamlessly with
today’s youth’s active and
fashion-forward preferences.
The essence of the C by Camel

Active lifestyle revolves around
embracing friendships, creating
unforgettable moments and a
perpetual quest for new thrills
while maintaining a trendy
aesthetic.
The ethos of this brand reso-

nates with the active and stylish
youngsters of today, embodying
a spirit of exploration and
empowerment.
The Spring 2024 collection by

Camel Active and C by Camel
Active will be available at
LaLaport BBCC’s Camel Active
flagship store, as well as selected
departmental stores such as
Parkson, Aeon, Sogo, Metrojaya,
Pacific, Billion, Giant and the
brand’s official online stores at
www.camelactive.my, and on
Lazada and Shopee.
The Camel Active flagship

store is located at G 24 & 25,
Lalaport BBCC.

■ For more information about
Camel Active, log on to
www.camelactive.my

camel active
has launched
its first
flagship store
in South-East
asia at
LaLaport
BBcc in Kuala
Lumpur.

“C by Camel
Active aims to
encourage
sustainable living
by promoting
conservation
efforts.”

https://www.gintell.com/
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From now until april 17, be mesmerised by Sungei Wang’s unique floral theme, “Botanika raya”, which
combines both traditional and modern raya elements.

Step into a floral wonderland
SUNGEI Wang Plaza transports
shoppers to a tropical forest
flower village this Ramadan.
From now until April 17, be mes-
merised by the unique floral
theme, “Botanika Raya” which
combines both traditional and
modern Raya elements around
trendy fashion, traditional music
and art.
A life-sized bull-cart at the

main entrance will transport
shoppers back to the olden days.
Marching into the Centre Court
is a traditional village setting
where a sturdy ‘kampung’ house
is surrounded by vibrant flowers
including the national flower,
the Hibiscus blooming proudly
among the bushes. It’s a lively
moment at the Centre Court
where Raya preparations are
ongoing with bamboo-filled rice
(lemangs) lining in a row, a deco-
rated pondok ready to host the
guest and a comfortable
child-friendly round shaped

swing ready to row. A decorated
giant crescent moon structure is
one of the centrepieces of this
setup which also signifies the
end of the fasting month and the
beginning of Raya celebrations.
Throughout the mall, the

atmosphere is illuminated by
shimmering lights fashioned in
the shape of moons and stars,
complemented by an array of
tropical flowers and decorations,
lending a touch of enchantment
to every corner.
Sungei Wang Plaza

Management Corporation chair-
man of Michelle Siew said, “The
Botanika Raya” campaign at
Sungei Wang Plaza rekindles the
nostalgic olden days where it is
important to embrace moderni-
sation while preserving tradi-
tions, culture and nature.
“In this Holy month, we have

curated a unique festive ambi-
ence, complete with a bustling
Blooming Raya Market, artistic

redemptions, and engaging per-
formances that embody the spir-
it of this Ramadan.”

Blooming Raya market
Get Raya-ready with Sungei

Wang Plaza, the one-stop centre
for affordable yet trendy Raya
celebration needs. In addition to
the thousands of options availa-
ble in the mall, you can find dec-
orated booths offering special
festive products at our Blooming
Raya Market, located at the
Centre Court, Sungei Wang
Plaza.

Month-long activities
This Ramadan, visitors to the

mall will be treated to a month-
long celebration of creative and
artistic music, fashion, art and
food. The mall’s Centre Court
will transform into a fashion
runway this Ramadan with a
unique image fashion competi-
tion, Raya Kids performance and
fashion show and ALIST Raya
Junior fashion show. Gain inspi-
ration for your upcoming Raya
outfit from these fashion enthu-
siasts. Also, enjoy the renditions
of traditional local hits from
buskers at the main entrance
every Friday evening, dance
performances and the tradition-
al kompang and silat perfor-
mances at the Centre Court
every weekend.
Ukulele and orchestra fans

must not miss the Raya Rhythm
with Ukulele by PPMUM and
stay tuned for Raya Harmony: A
Festive Symphony by Clap and
Tap String Orchestra. In addi-
tion, you can also unleash your
creativity at the DIY Your Raya
Shoes workshop by JUMPA. Paint
your masterpiece and bring it
home with you. Lastly, shoppers
can learn from Pau Pak Ngah on
how pao is made from scratch
by using fermented dough
shaped into round sizes and
filled with a variety of fillings.
Shoppers can also catch another
demonstration on how to make
Smoothies by Lolly Bowly.

Botanika Raya photography
contest with StreetmeetMY
In collaboration with

StreetmeetMY at Sungei Wang
Plaza, shoppers and visitors are
welcome to join the “Botanika
Raya” photography contest.
Photography enthusiasts are
invited to showcase their talent
by capturing the artistic
“Botanika Raya” decorations at
the main entrance and
Centre Court until March 31.
Participants stand a chance to

win exclusive prizes sponsored
by Sungei Wang Plaza, with the
winning masterpiece potentially
being featured in the mall.

Steps to join
1) Capture creative photo-

graphs of the “Botanika Raya’”
decoration at the main entrance
and Centre Court of Sungei
Wang Plaza.
2) Submit your photograph via

a QR code provided.
3) Share your photograph on

your social media platform
(Facebook or Instagram post)
with the following hash-
tags:#BotanikaRayaAtSungei-
WangPlaza
#RayaWithStreetmeetMY
#SungeiWangPlazaPhotography
Contest

Exclusive Raya redemptions
The mall is offering exclusive

redemptions for shoppers this
Ramadan month. With a mini-
mum spend of RM150, shoppers
can redeem a set of Botanika
Raya packets with a maximum
of two accumulated receipts.
Those who spend a minimum of
RM350 can redeem an exclusive
Blossom tote bag with a maxi-
mum of two accumulated
receipts. Both premium gifts are
designed by renowned local
illustrator Ashikin Hussin, also
known as Eurekartstudio. The
redemptions can be redeemed at
the customer service counter on
the ground floor and subject to
terms and conditions.

“Togetherness is the key to our
continuous success and innova-
tion in every campaign. We
would like to express our grati-
tude to all our event partners
namely Giant Malaysia, Stoned &
Co., Eurekartstudio, Rumah
Bakti Nur Syaheerah, ALIST
Academy Malaysia (kids and
teens model academy),
Persatuan Pencinta Musik
Ukulele Malaysia (PPMUM), Clap
& Tap String Orchestra and
StreetmeetMY for their valuable
support in making this Botanika
Raya campaign a successful
one,” said Sungei Wang Plaza
general manager Joseph Teo.

n For more information, visit
Sungei Wang Plaza’s website at
www.sungeiwang.com or check
real-time updates on Sungei
Wang’s Facebook page at www.
facebook.com/sungeiwangplaza.
Tag Sungei Wang on social
media: #BotanikaRaya
#HariRayaDiSungeiWangPlaza
#SungeiWangPlaza.
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Keep your skin
healthy and
moisturised
WHEN your body is dehydrated, one
of the most obvious signs is parched
skin.
This may cause fine lines, wrinkles
and uneven skin tone, especially on the
face – making you look tired. The solu-
tion is applying the right skincare.
Rilastil Aqua offers an innovative
range of products providing effective
moisturisation for users that lasts for
hours.
Various active ingredients reinforce
the skin’s barrier, helping to lock in
water.
Hyaluronic acid binds and retains
water molecules, preventing excessive
water loss that happens via the skin’s
surface through evaporation.
While naturally occurring in the

body, the production of hyaluronic acid
can fluctuate due to various factors
such as age. Thus, it is important to
ensure that its levels are sufficient to
avoid dehydrated skin.
The formulation utilises two types of
hyaluronic acid, low molecular weight
and high molecular weight.
High molecular weight hyaluronic acid
stays on the outer skin layer while low
molecular weight hyaluronic acid pene-
trates deeper skin layers.
Using Rilastil Aqua products can help

keep your skin moisturised.
Other ingredients of the Rilastil Aqua
range are ceramide and oenothera oil,
which can help with skin’s dryness.
There is a distinct difference between
dehydrated and dry skin.
While the two terms are often used
interchangeably – leading to confusion,
the simple explanation is that the former
lacks water, and the latter, oil.
Rilastil Aqua products also contain vita-
min E which works as an antioxidant to
protect your skin. Additionally, the formu-
lation’s triple ceramide complex strength-
ens the skin’s barrier and ensures fewer
water molecules can escape through the
surface, reducing skin water loss.
The Rilastil Aqua range is suitable for

all skin types (even for sensitive skin) and
can be used every day.
Rilastil Aqua Face Cleanser cleanses skin
without altering its pH.
Its gentle formulation will leave your
face feeling moisturised and soft.
If you are looking for a gel or cream to
moisturise your skin, consider the Aqua
Intense 72H. It refreshes like a gel, while
at the same time, nourishes the same way
a cream does.
The secret is the Hydraboost

Moisturising Complex. Produced from
vitamin B12, it stimulates cells within the
skin layers to produce hyaluronic acid, as
well as amplifying the water retention
effect. This product has an ultra-light
texture and is quickly absorbed. You
can even apply it at work, just by patting
over your make-up for that extra boost of
hydration.

Soothe and moisturise
Try the Aqua Moisturising mask, which
is a bestseller on online shopping plat-
forms.
Use this creammask twice a week as
part of your nighttime beauty routine, or
even during the day – if you need to
rescue particularly stressed and
dehydrated skin. It also has recovering
and restoring properties to soothe skin
after prolonged sun exposure.
Unlike sheet masks that provide only

temporary results, creammasks can last
longer. For a creammask, you can wash it
away after 15 minutes or leave it over-
night for a fresh look the next morning.
Founded in Italy more than 50 years
ago, Rilastil is loved by dermatologists.
As a science-backed skincare brand,
it combines both the knowledge and
methods of the pharmaceutical industry –
subsequently using the result to treat the
skin.
Every batch of Rilastil’s product has
been tested free from heavy metals.
With “the real formula for real skin”

tagline, Rilastil is committed to harnessing
the effectiveness and reliability of scienti-
fic research – and serving the needs of all
skin types.
Rilastil products can be purchased
online and exclusively in Watsons stores
located at Klang Valley: The Exchange
TRX, Pavilion Damansara Height, Pavilion
Bukit Jalil, Pavilion Bukit Bintang, Cheras
Leisure Mall, Sunway Pyramid, Bukit
Tinggi Klang, One Utama Shopping Centre,
Mid Valley Mega Mall, IOI City Mall,
Negeri Seremban: Aeon Nilai, Sabah:
Centre Point, Kota Kinabalu, Sarawak:
Bintang Miri Sarawak, The Spring Bintulu,
Penang: Queensbay Mall, Gurney Plaza
Mall, Perak: Aeon Ipoh Station 18, Johor
Bahru: The Mall Mid Valley Southkey, TD
Central, JB ParadigmMall.

■ For more information, visit Rilastil
Official Online Stores at
https://www.watsons.com.my/
all-brands/b/169122/rilastil,
https://schmidtonlineshop.com,
https://shopee.com.my/rilastilmy,
https://www.lazada.com.my/shop/rilastil,
https://www.tiktok.com/@rilastilmalaysia

rilastil aqua offers an innovative range of
products providing effective moisturisation
for users that lasts for hours.

Founded in italy more than 50 years ago,
rilastil is committed to harnessing the
effectiveness and reliability of scientific
research – and serving the needs of all skin
types.
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